QUINT DEFEAT

H. McCarthy Sinks Winning Tech Shot
Creamer, Farrell, And Samuels Star

A basket thrown by Coach "Horse Power" McCarthy provided the winning margin in the annual beer party and basketball game played between the Harvardillies and the Tech party-boys.

It was a rough and tumble battle. "Coco Cola" Schneider drew first blood for the Beaver quint when his pass to "Cigarette Butt" (Butt for short) Herzog bounced off "Little Boy" Wilson's head into the basket.

Harvard Stunned

Harvard players, stunned by the quick Tech attack, began to cry, making it necessary for towels to be dragged along the floor before play could be resumed.

To get back their spirit they called time out for tea. When the referee found they were telling dirty jokes that he had already heard in their huddle, he called a technical foul.

Samuels Is After The Blonde

An exchange of nasty words reflected through the hangar as "Two Beer", alias "Play Boy". Samuels missed the foul but caught a blonde's eye in the bleachers. The game was delayed as both teams looked for Samuels. Finally "Cap" Creamer found him and then both teams looked for Samuels and Creamer. When the teams found them, the crowd looked for both teams. The Blonde was finally evicted and play started again.

The battle was see and saw from then on. Half ended with the teams tied 98-98.

The Blonde's Back

The second half found the blonde back in the bleachers and both teams in reserved seats. Finally the referee sat in the bleachers with the blonde's boy friend and the blonde took the referee's position.

No sooner had the game begun than the crowd had to rush on the floor to release the blonde from the ten man clinch. After the hospital attendants picked up the parts of "Play Boy", who was on the bottom of the pile, play was resumed.